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IT’S UP TO YOU
This Newsletter relies for its content on material supplied by its readers and
no-one else. It does not ‘pick up’ on articles in other publications, it does not
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of its readers.

This Newsletter is freely distributed to regular subscribers and is available
to download through Macclesfield Model Railway Group’s web site. Some
of our information is derived from the internet and we try to acknowledge
sources where ever we can. However, it is not always possible to trace
original sources with the limited facilities that we have and apologise
unreservedly in advance for any oversight.
As a reader/recipient of this Newsletter, you are free to distribute it
amongst your friends and family, other clubs and societies to which you
may belong or use any part of it to promote and further interest in railway
modelling.
MMRG claims no copyright of any of the content and you are free to use any
part of it for any non-profit making purpose you wish. Should you wish to
use any of the content in any documentation of your own, all that we ask is
that, as a courtesy, you forward us a copy.
With regard to commercial/for profit use of our material, we have to rely on
trust - we have no way of monitoring such use. If you do intend to use our
material in such a way, please ask for permission first. It is unlikely to be
refused but, at the very least, an acknowledgement would be expected in
return.
COMMERCIAL ADVERTISING
Our policy, at present, is that this publication will carry no commercial
advertising. It is a Newsletter! However, should you wish to place an
“advertising article” concerning a new product, an up-grade to an existing
product or a more general “of benefit/interest to railway modellers” article,
please contact ‘The Editor” via e-mail initially. It is understood that such
features do not carry the endorsement of MMRG unless specified.
AND FINALLY

You can help to maintain that integrity by ‘keeping in touch’ …. let us know
what you think, what you are doing with your hobby. If you have any ideas
about how this Newsletter could be improved, what you like or don’t like
about it, then please contact the Newsletter either through “Over to You” or to

This Newsletter is produced for and on behalf of Macclesfield Model
Railway Group as part of their ‘constitutional’ obligation to promote and
support the hobby of railway modelling. MMRG, under it’s own rules, is
obliged to pursue ‘educational’ opportunities within the hobby and this
Newsletter is proud to play its part.

the Editor direct at…….
No price can be placed on the value of ‘education’, which is why this
Newsletter is, and always will be, free.

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com”

—————————————————————

EDITORIAL
OK. New hat on. Switch from ‘Bah Humbug’ mode. It’s a New Year and so,

Happy New Year to you all.
Welcome to 2017!!
Now that the formalities are out of the way (I really do hope you had a great
Christmas, by the way!) I can get on with my usual ‘grumps’!

Well, not ‘grumps’ really. In fact, for the first part of this Editorial, there are no
‘grumps’ at all!

learn from others. And that only scratches the surface of what benefits to
every railway modeller that could be achieved.

Macclesfield Model Railway Group may only be a relatively small club, but it
could never be accused of not “thinking big”!

But what does 2017 offer?

Apart from all of the above, it looks as though it’s going to be another busy
year!

“Purgatory Peak” will be on its travels again and, as if that wasn’t enough,
the 0n30 Group is now very busy with its new project, “Purgatory Junction”.
No pressure there, then!

You know, by now, that if you click on anything in this Newsletter highlighted
in red you are immediately transported to some external web site ( a www.
thingy!)….. the only exception being the “Happy New Year to you all”
message above….. and that’s only because I couldn’t find anything bizarre
enough to connect to for those of you who want to really ’test’ the system!

Under no pressure at all (!!) are the ’00'ers who have a show (March)
deadline to meet for the Club’s own 00 layout, a February deadline for those
working on our ‘raffle prize’/club promotion layout and last, but not least,
Ross who also has a show deadline for his layout.

Maybe I should have picked another colour! As for the rest of it, ‘’click’ away.
Enjoy the links! Just don’t wander too far from this Newsletter, or I really will
get ‘grumpy’!

Given that most of our active members are involved in at least one of these
projects, there is the annual show to put together, promote and publicise, set
up and actually run!

Colin Moores. His name might not be familiar to you … unless you
remember that he was part of the 0n30 Group who went to Folkestone last
November! Well, he’s been kinda busy! I don’t pretend to understand what

Pressure? Hard work? Let’s be honest. If we couldn’t stand the heat, we
wouldn’t be in the kitchen!

he’s been up to, Luddite that I am, but the Club has a new web site and is
looking really good. It’s still in its ‘development’ stage, so there is work to do
yet but it is well worth a visit. Your thoughts on its presentation, content and

However, I have to come back to the point I made earlier about MMRG being
a relatively small club.

future features would be much appreciated. There is also a ‘contact’ facility
that puts you in direct e-mail contact with the Club.

As we found last year, as a result of appeals for ‘helping hands’, the setting
up, running and dismantling of the show were an absolute ‘doddle’ compared

Please visit at:-

“www.macclesfieldmrg.org.uk"

to previous years……still not ‘easy’, but quickly and efficiently achieved.
Everything to do with the actual show was completed in almost record time

Another new introduction for the Club is a ‘Facebook’ page which you can

and everything ran so smoothly ‘on the day’, it really had that slick,

access from your own ‘Facebook’ account by simply searching for

professional feel. It’s amazing what can be achieved when everyone ‘chips

Macclesfield Model Railway Group.…….. And yet another! The Club now

in’.

has a ‘Twitter’ account.
Hopefully we can build on that this year.
What with the Newsletter, the website, ‘Facebook’ and ‘Twitter’, there really
is no excuse for not keeping in touch!

That we need pairs of hands for the weekend is a given. We also need help
with all the other tasks that have to be undertaken before the first visitor

There will also be the opportunity for you to ‘blog’ (I’m told that it means you

arrives. And that’s, maybe, the biggest point. How do we get that first visitor

can write things!) on our website, ‘Facebook’ and ‘Twitter’ accounts. You are

(and, hopefully, well over 1,000 others) to arrive.

most welcome to leave any comments and thoughts you wish as long as
they are repeatable. Those that cross the line will be removed. Always bear

If you have any ideas that would help to promote our annual show, have

in mind that there may well be young children reading what you have written!

marketing, advertising or communication skills, tips or pointers, we’d love to

Some of your more interesting, thought provoking, informative or challenging

hear from you. The success or failure of any venture is dependant on ‘getting

comments may well re-appear within these pages! They may even form the
basis of future articles …….. who knows?

the message out there’….. we are well aware of that but, largely, we are a
club of railway modellers drawn from all walks of life except, sadly, from that
particular area of expertise!

Whilst we encourage anyone interested in the ‘world of railway modelling’ to
make use of our on-line facilities, we hope that everyone does so
responsibly. By doing so, every user can express their views, highlight their
own skills and achievements, comment on articles from this Newsletter AND

If you think you can help, in any way, please get in touch.
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ROUND THE BEND AND GETTING CURVY WITH A
BACKSCENE!
Steve Nixon
The club’s new OO layout, which has finally been
christened “Sutton Hilltop”, needed a new back scene and
I offered to make it and paint it. Another moment of
madness brought on by too much Unicorn beer at the
Dolphin pub one Friday night.

“disappear gracefully” to fiddle yard heaven, an extra like bit of hill had been
created. Now it was lovely and very well made, but how do you put a back
scene board around it? This is when I had another idea. How about a lovely
curvy one!
The curve in question would actually be a like a question mark in shape. I
mulled over how I could achieve this for a while and soon realised that I
needed first to make a frame around which I could bend and hold the wood
while I was making it. You can see the frame, which was just a few bits of old
wood, but the key was getting the measurements correct so the end product
would fit perfectly. I covered
the frame with duct tape
where it was in contact with
the plywood so that this
reduced the chance that the
back scene ended up glued to
the frame.

Essentially I created it using
three layers of 2mm ply. This
2mm plywood is actually used
as a protector for the normal
plywood as it is shipped. You
may even see some of the
red Tiger and Made in China
markings in the photos. No
jokes about Tiger Woods. As
it is scrap it is also free of
charge as the wood
merchants just throw it away.
This 2mm ply is really good
because it is very flexible,
certainly in one plane and
thus bends relatively easily.
So I started to pre-form some
pieces with a rough curve. To
do this I soaked them in water
and then put them in a large
plastic container so I could
keep them bent for several
days. The pieces sat in this
container in the rain in the
garden for several days and
slowly began to take up their
new shape.

To be frugal and to create
some interest I decided that it
must be possible to make the
back scene boards for Sutton
Hilltop out of one piece of
8ftx4ft 6mm plywood sheet.
Now I did manage to create
24.5 foot of back scene from
this one sheet, although
working it out was an
interesting challenge. I won’t
bore you with the details but
to achieve it I needed to
produce a curvy-topped back
scene board. This could be
one of the first layouts to use
such a technique and I think it
makes it more interesting than
having straight lines. It also
enables the back scene to be
higher in some places and
lower in others (basically
where we need to look over
and control the trains). The
picture shows the effect I
mean.
So all this was good until I
came to the right hand corner
(viewed from the front). The
problem was that
to enable the
trains to
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The next step was to put on the first one of the three layers. Due to the size
of the finished item I had to use 3 or 4 pieces in each layer and as you can

piece roughly in place and soak it with water one final time. Then the next
day it would be cut to final shape and glued in place.
One thing I did find useful was that
as the ply was quiet soft and as it is
only 2mm thick then I could use
drawing pins to help squeeze the
sheets together while the glue set. I
always made sure that I had
several G clamps holding the
assembly at all times and was very
careful to release only a few at a
time. So over about a week I built
up the three layers and then came
the moment of truth. When released
would it spring out of shape or
worst still was it glued to the frame?
Well the duct tape did its job and it
released from the frame without
problem and even more surprising it
did not change shape at all. As the
layers had been built up slowly and
always kept in the frame then “the
internal stresses were in balance”
as mechanical engineers would say.
So the next step was simply to cut it
to the final shape, mating it up with
the two other back scene boards.
Finally I put lengths of tongue and
groove boards on both sides. This
way the whole piece can be slid
down into place and it keeps all the
gaps at the board joins neat and
tidy.

see a large quantity of G clamps as well. I pieced the first layer together and
clamped it to the frame. Then I added a couple of the second layer pieces so
I could glue across the joins on the first layer. This way I got the process
going. Day by day I would add another piece. Often I would clamp the next

So job done as they say ……. well,
not quite, I still have to paint it!
Now the results of this you will see at the show!
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ANNUAL EXHIBITION - 2016

Twitter. If you have an account with either of these, then please forward as

Mike Hebblethwaite

much as you can to friends and relatives and, most importantly, ‘LIKE’ and
‘SHARE’ us ………a lot!

As you can see from the poster (shown right), the time for our Annual

You will find an Appendix attached to this Newsletter which contains posters,

Exhibition is drawing ominously close and there is
the usual, frantic effort within the Club to make sure
everything is ready and in place.

Where did we store the road signs? Anyone seen the
banner? Who’s got all the extension leads? Have all
the traders and exhibitors confirmed they are
coming? How many tables do we need for the trade
stands? How many sockets does each exhibitor
need? Have we ordered the barriers? Who’s sorting
out the floats for the door and the secondhand stall?
HAVE WE BOOKED AND CONFIRMED THE
VENUE?!!!??

There’s always a million and one things to consider
and, as is usually the case, a million and two things
to do!

How do we ensure we actually get visitors to the
show? Where do we need to publicise the event?
How do we get ‘the message out there’?

The list of questions and ‘tick boxes’ seems almost
endless but, somehow, every year we ‘get there’ and
the show opens.

Last year, thanks to more than a few volunteer
‘helping hands’, setting up and dismantling the show
proved to be the quickest and easiest ever. Again,
volunteers helping during the show freed up
exhibition organisers and stewards to deal quickly
and efficiently with minor problems before they
turned into crises. It was, perhaps, the smoothest
running show we have ever staged and that was
apparent from the comments we have had from
traders, exhibitors and visitors.

If you can, in any way, help the Club to achieve yet another great show, it
would be much appreciated. Can you, for example, help with publicising the
show? Could you help distribute posters in your locality? If you are visiting
other exhibitions before ours, could you take some fliers with you and leave

fliers and window ‘stickers’. Please, if you can, make as full use of them as
possible. However, don’t go mad printing off loads of copies (home printing
can be expensive!) because we’ve a reasonable supply of each at the Club
which you are welcome to ‘dip into’.

them on the ‘future events’ table? If you have a car, would you be willing to
put a ‘sticker’ on a window or two? Those are simple ways to help, but they

And what of the show itself?

can be surprisingly effective!
We are sure that you will find it to be of the highest standard possible with
Do you have the skills to promote the event through, say, local newspapers,
radio and web sites (such as ‘Treacle Mums’, etc). If you have, then we
really could do with your help and ideas.
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The Club is also promoting the Exhibition through Facebook and

‘something for everyone’.There will be a detailed feature article about what
will be at the show ….. the layouts, the traders …… in February’s edition of
the Newsletter and, hopefully, a few previews of what you will see.

MACCLESFIELD MODEL RAILWAY GROUP - A.G.M.

Me!

Mike Hebblethwaite
I’m the Editor of this Newsletter. I decide what goes into it and what does
not. I also decide how its content is presented. End of. That’s the job of the
OK, OK, I know! It’s only January, but the Club’s A.G.M. is NEXT MONTH,
so there’s not a lot of time!

Editor. If someone else were to be elected to that role, would it stop me from
writing all the articles (such as this one) that I do? No, of course it wouldn’t! It
would simply mean that someone else would be choosing the Newsletter’s

YOUR COMMITTEE

content and how it would be presented to you. They may well have better
ideas, be more ‘savvy’ with presentation skills, but would that change my

Up for grabs is every electable Committee post. Come to think about it, that
is every Committee post! The question is, do you know who your present
Committee members are? Not sure? Then I’ll remind you ……….

Chairman

Shaun Horrocks

Vice Chairman

Mike Hebblethwaite

Treasurer

Malcolm Fraser

Secretary

Tom McDonough

Member Rep

Steve Nixon

Member Rep

Gerry Ogden

Member Rep

Tony Hallatt

Newsletter Editor

Mike Hebblethwaite

support for this Newsletter? Of course not. If someone else were to elected
to the role, they would have my full support. It’s not my Newsletter, it’s
your’s!

And that’s the whole point. It’s not our (those elected) Committee, it’s yours!

I can’t imagine that any other Committee member, no matter what their role,
would feel any differently. If there is anyone ‘out there’ who can bring a
greater benefit to the Club, the A.G.M. is the opportunity to introduce their
skills and expertise to build on the successes we already have as a Club.

To all members ‘out there’, Tom will be e-mailing you soon (if he hasn’t
As I’ve said for the past four years as Editor of this Newsletter, no-one
occupies a Committee post through any kind of ‘God given’ right. They are
all there because they have been elected to that role to represent you in the

already done so) explaining how you can nominate potential Committee
members, how you can cast your votes if you can’t attend the A.G.M. and all
the other information you need to know.

best way possible, to represent and act upon your views and ideas. The
But what if you are not a member? Does

whole Committee is
there to shape the Club
the way you want it.
They also have the
responsibility of making
the Club ‘fit for the

that mean you have no part to play?

your vote X

that it has an on-going future. It’s not that well known, but it’s included in our
constitution, that the Committee has a duty to promote our hobby and to
‘educate’ (this Newsletter is, in part, a role player in that responsibility).

can also make your views known. You can email me via the Newsletter and I will pass
any thoughts, comments, ideas, etc, on to be

future’. That means they have a responsibility to ensure that the Club’s
finances are sound and that the Club can ‘live within its means’ to ensure

We all hope that it doesn’t mean that! You

included, where appropriate, on the agenda for the A.G.M. You can comment
via the Club’s web site or you can simply use the ‘Over to You’ column in the
Newsletter. All are valid avenues through which you can influence the Club.
There have been several instances where non-members have encouraged
changes within the Club …….. we do listen to everyone we can and good

The A.G.M. is the annual opportunity for members to test whether or not the
Committee has delivered on its responsibilities, whether or not the Club is

ideas, from where ever they come, are still good ideas and should be put
into practice.

properly reflecting its members’ views, hopes and aspirations and that it has
the right strategy for the future. Only you can judge that.

Everyone who reads this Newsletter can make a difference to this Club, but
that cannot happen in a silent vacuum! Let us know your views and opinions

Because these names appear as current Committee members does not

and we can build and shape a better and stronger Club.

mean they are permanent Committee members. It simply means that, at the
last A.G.M., they were elected to those positions!

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com"

You may think it’s time for some changes. You may think there are
Committee members better suited to different roles. You may think it’s time
for some ‘new blood’. What the heck! You may think it’s time for a ‘clear out’
and start again! The A.G.M. is your opportunity to make those changes,

There will be more information about the AGM in our February issue so,
please, if you have any ideas, suggestions, etc, that you would like to see
included, forward them to me before 25th January! - Ed

whatever they may be.

Let’s take an example.
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‘Ere! Where’s the Chimney Gorn?

it only took fifteen minutes to charge them and there were change points

Colin Moores

dotted about the huge Reading site.
Sadly, only one of the pair made it into preservation and biscuits are no

You know when you look at something and think that’s odd but can’t quite

longer made by H&P in Reading.

place why? It looks alright mostly but there is something off, something that
you can’t quite put your finger on.

There are several fireless locomotives in preservation around the UK,
however they tend to be static exhibits, the problem being that they rely on a

How about seeing what looks like a steam engine with no funnel and it’s not

source of high pressure steam. What was an advantage on industrial sites is

like it has fallen off either. No, there is no hole in the boiler for it to sit over.

now a disadvantage in the age of railway preservation.

Figure 3 Sir James, Devil Porridge Museum. (photo by the author)

Figure 1 Locomotive Unique, Industrial Narrow Gauge Railways. Ian Dean.
Built by W. G. Bagnall of Stafford, Unique is a gas charged or fireless
locomotive.

Finally, my favourite: Sir James is an Alexander Barclay fireless locomotive
that saw service along with thirteen others at HM Factory Gretna pulling

Fireless locomotives were rare and not often used outside of industrial
railways. They required a source of high pressure steam and typically only
four hours of use out of one “charge” (Unique could manage eight).
However, their main advantage was the lack of fire, no fireman and no need
for coal and water. Having no fire also proved very useful in locations where
there were flammable or explosive materials used or being produced, for
instance: paper mills, flour mills, munitions factories and even a biscuit
factory!

loads of “Devils Porridge” or cordite. Sir James is on static display at the
Devils Porridge Museum at Eastrigg, Gretna looking resplendent in “camo”.
As an aside, if you find yourself in Gretna with a spare hour or two, visit
Eastrigg and the Devils Porridge Museum, it’s small, friendly and very
educational. You may even come across a few ideas for industrial/military
narrow and standard gauge layouts. It also has a display about and
dedicated to the victims of the Quintinshill Rail Disaster which was the worst
rail disaster in British history.

If anyone sees any rail oddities, please let me know.

Colin can be reached via the Newsletter’s e-mail address. Please put “Rail
Oddities” as the subject heading and any e-mails will be forwarded to Colin.
Ed

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“S.M.T.F.” (model shop)
Figure 2 Huntley and Palmer No1 - Creative Commons

Huntley and Palmer of Reading ordered two fireless locomotives
imaginatively named Huntley and Palmer no 1 and…. Well no
prizes if you can guess the name of the other one. The two
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locomotives at H&P could only run for up to two hours, however

Brookside Garden Centre, London Road North, Poynton,
Cheshire, SK12 1BY
01625 850427

When all 16 places are booked, I will circulate an e-mail to
all readers closing this event to further bookings.

If your booking is accepted, please try to bring the correct
£17.50 with you. I am there to enjoy myself too and have no
great wish to be ‘messing about with money’ any more than
I have to.

The actual cost of the meal is £16.00 and £1.50 has been
added as a ‘uniform tip’ to all the staff for their hard work in
making our evening the success I know it will be. We have
never been disappointed yet!

Just a quick word of advice for those of you choosing the
cheese and biscuits - if past years are anything to go by
….. bring a ‘doggie bag’!

This is, in truth, our Club’s annual dinner and is an
opportunity to meet fellow members, friends of the Club and

When :-

like minded railway modellers in a great local pub with great

Friday , 10th February

food!

2017

1930hrs for 2000 start
Where :-

this night! Expect the party hats, crackers and corny jokes

only

“The Dolphin”

Windmill Street
Macclesfield

Things always seem to fall flat after Christmas, but not on

£17.50

(including gratuities)

……… they all seem to ‘go down well’ after the second or
third pint!!

Should you be amongst the first to arrive, you’ll find you’ve
already got several friends, even if you’ve never been to
The Dolphin before. Just let everyone know you are one of
“The Railway Children” ……………..!

POST CHRISTMAS, CHRISTMAS ‘MEGA-NOSH’
Mike Hebblethwaite

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“TRIDENT TRAINS”

We are getting very close to filling our limited 16 places for this ‘belt
stretching’, home cooked feast ….. and a feast it is! No-one, repeat no-one,
has ever left this event in the past and even considered eating again for at
least 12 hours!

Unit 10, The Craft Arcade, Dagfields Craft Centre,
Crewe Road, Walgherton, Nantwich, Cheshire
CW5 7LG
01270 842400

Those who are sensible have arrived at The Dolphin with a healthy appetite,
a taste for good real ale and a readiness for good company. None have left
disappointed - on any account!

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :If you’d like to join in, you are most welcome, but you’d best be quick!

All you need to do is e-mail me at :-

“WALTONS of ALTRINCHAM”
30, Stamford St, Altrincham, WA14 1EY
0161 928 5940

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com"

“www.WaltonsModels.co.uk”

with your name and menu choices. You will receive an e-mail (hopefully) the
same day to confirm (or otherwise) your booking…. first come, first served!
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THE ‘PRE-LOVED’ STALL

And as for those bags of ‘bits’ you don’t know what to do with ………

Mike Hebblethwaite
And as an added extra and a personal commitment……. you all, by now,
know that I’m interested in US outline 0n30. If you have anything quirky,
This is, perhaps, the longest established, single feature of our annual
exhibitions and is still a very firm favourite with those who attend the show
looking for a bargain!

unusual or interesting you wish to sell, I may be interested! The extra? Up to
and including our show dates, I will add 10% to whatever I spend with you
and donate it to the Club as if it had been purchased through the ‘pre-loved’
stall. All I ask is that you all leave me with something in my retirement fund!

It began life as a stall simply selling members’ unwanted/surplus items and it
still does that. It also sells many items donated to the Club and this year is
no exception. We have been given some very good items which will be on
offer at great prices (more details next month!) …….. the Club can benefit

Each year, for the past several years, the ‘pre-loved’ stall has broken
records. I’m hoping that this year, the stall won’t just break records …. it will
smash them!

from the money raised and you can benefit through ‘bargain basement’
prices!

There’s no such animal as a ‘sure fired thing’. To make something work,
there needs to be support. If past years are anything to go by, then this year

Win-win!

could reap a bumper harvest. It’s all very well me saying that but, at the end
of the day, it’s all down to you guys and the support we get. - Ed

But you can also win, too!

You can sell your ‘overstock’, unwanted projects …… even items you may

….. and …..A PRE-LOVED STATION

think of as ‘junk’. All we charge is a 10% commission on what we sell on
your behalf and that helps to support this Club.

And what of your donated ‘junk’?

Did you know that last year, for example, ‘junk sales’ accounted for almost
25% of total sales? We had several ‘rummage boxes’ of donated ‘junk’, with
prices ranging from 10p per item to £1.00, and they raised more value in
sales than any other ‘department’! And last year was another record year for
sales!

I’ll give you an example. One guy donated a large bag of left over bits from
aircraft kits he’d been making and modifying…..they were of no use to him

This is Canfranc Station in Spain. It’s huge and it’s abandoned.

and he thought we could either sell them or ‘bin’ them at the end of the show.
In this ‘junk’ were four 1:48 scale air intake nacelles for an Airfix ‘Spitfire’.
Junk? Not a bit of it! They were perfect for use as air intakes on the roof of
an 0n30 Bachmann railbus. They also help to keep the DCC chip cool (which
was mounted in the roof!). Cost? £2.00! All the rest of his ’junk’ bits, such as
propellers, wheels, bombs, rockets, etc, were snapped up as unusual wagon
loads. His ‘junk’ was sold out within an hour! (Just goes to show what an
aggressive lot we are in Macc. All those war trains! -Ed)

There truly is no such thing as junk!

Next month, I will tell you more about how you can sell your ‘pre-loved’ items
on our stall and publish the forms you will need to do it. In the meantime,
have a good look through those project boxes……….

Does anyone know anything of its history? Why was it built on such a grand
scale only to be abandoned? And it looks like it’s in the middle of nowhere

Are you ever, really, going to make that kit? Do you actually need all that

from these photos!

rolling stock? And will that GWR loco (nice though it is!) ever grace the rails
of your new LNWR layout?

Time for a good clear out and turn those unwanted items back into cash to
spend on new projects. Now that really does make sense.
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If you have any information, please let us know ……. maybe we could piece
information together and tell something of its history in a future edition of the
Newsletter.

WIN A COMPLETE LAYOUT FOR £1.00 !! (raffle)
Mike Hebblethwaite

Yes. That’s right. You could win a complete, fully working DC layout for just
£1.00 in our amazing raffle! It’s not a railway empire, I grant you, but it is
fully operational and ready to use.

And, I repeat, it could be yours for just £1.00 to collect at the end of our
annual exhibition.

Tickets will be on sale and the layout on display and operating at our preshow promotional events at the Treacle Market in Macclesfield and other
venues, at the Clubroom (visitors very welcome) and, of course, at the
exhibition itself throughout the weekend.

Raffle ticket sales will close at 1530hrs on Sunday, 12th March and the draw
will take place at MMRG’s Club Stand at the exhibition at 1600hrs. The
layout will be available
for collection from
1630hrs at the close of
the exhibition.

Free delivery (within
10 miles of the venue)
can be arranged.

As you can see from
the photos, a small
team of members has
been busy building the
layout. Time for us all
at the Club to ‘roll our
sleeves up’ and get it
ready in time for its
first promotional event
in February ……..no
pressure!
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TICKETS PLEASE!

non-addictive, gender-neutral celebration of the winter solstice holiday, practiced

Tony Hallett

within the most enjoyable traditions of the religious persuasion or secular practices
of your choice, with respect for the religious/secular persuasion and/or traditions of
others, or their choice not to practice religious or secular traditions at all.

Three Americans and three Scousers are travelling by train.
I also wish you a fiscally successful, personally fulfilling and medically
At the station, the three Americans each buy tickets and watch as the three
Scousers buy only one single ticket. "How are three people going to travel
on only one ticket?" asked an American. “Watch," answers a Scouser.

uncomplicated [fat chance] recognition of the onset of the generally accepted
calendar year 2017, but not without due respect for the calendars of choice of other
cultures whose contributions to society have helped make Australia, South Africa
and Great Britain great nations. Perhaps we should also include other nations,

They all board the train.

including the USA.

The Americans take their respective seats but all three Scousers cram into
the toilet and close the door behind them. Shortly after the train departs, the
conductor comes around collecting tickets. He knocks on the toilet door and

This is not to imply that these countries are necessarily greater than any other
country in the world. Also, this wish is made without regard to the race, creed,
colour, age, physical ability, religious faith or sexual preference of the wishee.

says, "Ticket, please." The door opens just a crack and a single arm
emerges with a ticket in hand. The conductor takes it and moves on.

The Americans saw this and agreed it was quite a clever idea.

To My Right-wing and Conservative Friends:

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!

So the Americans decide to copy the Scousers on the return trip and save
some money. When they get to the station, they buy a single ticket for the

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

return trip. To their astonishment, the Scousers don't buy a ticket at all!

“CHESHIRE MODELS”
37, Sunderland Street, Macclesfield

"How are you going to travel without a ticket?” asks one perplexed
Americans. "Watch" says a Scouser.

01625 511646
www.cheshiremods.org.uk

When they board the train the three Americans cram into a toilet and the
three Scousers cram into another one nearby. The train departs. Shortly
afterward, one of the Scousers leaves his toilet and walks over to the toilet
where the Americans are hiding. He knocks on the door and says, "Ticket,

LOOKING INTO THE FUTURE?

please”…………………….

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“THE MODEL CENTRE”
Hill Farm, Beck Hole, Whitby, North Yorkshire, YO22 5LF
01947 899125
“www.themodelcentre.com"

CORRECTION

Thank you, Tony, for pointing out the following, glaring error in our
December issue. Please find the appropriate, amended version below :Could this be the future for urban rail travel? Who knows?
Subject: CORRECT GREETINGS FOR THE FESTIVE SEASON
This concept for personal railway transport is by HeHe Design Studios.
To All My Left-wing and Liberal Friends reading this:
Check it out at
Please accept with no obligation, implied or implicit, my best wishes
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for an environmentally conscious, socially responsible, low-stress,

“www.designboom.com/design/hehe-urban-railroad-surfing-vehicles"

….AND THE CHANCES OF THIS LINE RE-OPENING ARE?

THE LAST WORD
So there we have it.

Another issue completed and the start of another year. This year is already
promising to be no less busy than last year ….. and we thought that was busy!

Our calendar, certainly for the first few months, is looking extremely busy.
There are at least three model railways that need to be completed before our
annual show, the 0n30 Group has a commitment to take ‘Purgatory Peak’ to
Kendall at the end of January, the AGM is due to be held in February and the
annual show itself has to be ‘ready to roll’ in March……all of which are going
to require a great deal of effort to achieve successfully.

It would seem that years of abandonment, persistent rain and land slippage
have taken their toll on this line. Goodness only knows where the ballast has
gone! It would make, perhaps, the ideal basis for a really cheap model railway

No one could ever accuse this Club of not being ambitious! It always tries to
achieve the highest standards possible, no matter what it does and, in
particular, the annual exhibition is a good example.

……just think. No locos, no rolling stock and the cheapest, grottiest
secondhand track you can find!

The Club always tries to attract the best layouts to the show …… and by ‘best’
I don’t necessarily mean just the technically and artistically superb, though

WHEN THE LITTLE HAND’S ON ……

they are well represented. The ‘best’ also includes layouts for our younger
guests (Thomas the Tank Engine, for example) that encourage participation,
layouts for those making their first, tentative steps beyond the ‘train set’ and
layouts that can be achieved in a limited space. All layouts at the show have
been carefully selected to show what can be achieved to the widest possible
audience. Whether you are interested in trains as toys, a seasoned and skilled
railway modeller or, as the vast majority of us are, somewhere in between, the
Club hopes that you will find something that stimulates, attracts your interest
and fires your imagination.

But, as with last year, the Club can never have too many helping hands! It
takes a huge effort (usually by a few) to physically set up, run and dismantle
the show. Last year that process was so much quicker, easier and efficient
thanks to a significant number of volunteers (many of whom were not even
Club members!). If you can help in any way with this event please, please let
us know. Your help would be much appreciated.

Should have gone to ‘SpecSavers’?

What can I say? If you can help out you get free entry to the show (it’s the
least we could do!) and, if Shaun can be persuaded to loosen the purse strings

GOING, GOING ………..GONE

again, there could well be a little ‘liquid refreshment’ by way of thanks in a
nearby hostelry!

And, finally, an apology to readers who are not Club members.

I realise that this issue has been very MMRG orientated and does not contain
the usual variety and spread of different articles. I hope that you will bear with
us at, what is for the Club, a time of year crammed full of important events.
The Newsletter will return to its more usual, open interest format in March.

All that remains for me now is something of a repeat ……….

HAPPY NEW YEAR
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